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alk and talk and what do you have?

An individual human being:
of what extent,
of what supreme benefit,
of what purpose or prospect
of beauty or humility
of what driving, guiding sense
of what power or potential?

Talking yes, walking yes,
but where to and from whom?

Is there no distinction to the chattering,
mind to a mind voices calling,
crying, shouting out or grieving?

hat is a human being?

hat is a human and being?

How can one distinguish
what evidence to the living
is one being influenced by and in?

How can one be specific to identify, to clarify,
to distinguish in terms of readily know
what is what or who is who
doing the talking in one’s head, the mind,
the brain or where-ever that voice pertains?
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I am, you are human in frame
by what evidence than the obvious
shown from birth to ascertain?

Words as a form descriptive
but not much in the various experiences
from the mind to a mind objective.

ow is it then,
in a real life Westernised world,
a possible plan to know
who inside us has us all guided
and planned to death and go?
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Some have relayed data stream upon stream
in terms of a hypothesis about life and death
the extremes
but few have actually identified the soul
source to a life.

hat does do the walk and talk
when it comes to our own individual life and style,
characteristics, dynamics, tragic events
and those of love
and genuine connections we are to have?

hat is the basis of a life to live
if no clear understanding of the force
surrounding or driving us, unseen but does?

hat type of person are we historically
to give a clue as to why now and us
and in that shape, style and belief?

The answer clearly
is a difficulty to be understood
as to how and why and what is
a determining influence or factor ...
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ut here we are on terra firma
and no idea as to why we came
in this form and time historically.

No ideas as to why -
why this country, colour and or religious or none,
why no understanding the numbers in our own family,
the boys as girls gender wise,
the type of environmental influences
or historical events and attitudes of those times?

What plan, project, mission, call or cry
to allow us to be following in those ways
until we die?

hat does direct our route
to where in the end, journey’s end?

hat of the journey, the story,
all these years of days and breaths,
all those many, many happenings
and or events?

                            ------0------
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he love of a life is easily understood
when one has a grip on life
as learning to heal all past negatives.

But if no time,
no space, no clear view ahead
to know of what an extra-ordinaire life
earth is and has in store
then life is naught
and naught is how we survive

unless awakened to pursue,
self as love as life as God
as quantum and consciousness,
the whole as pertains to life of all
and in so much,
the ground we walk and air to talk.

ut also, more so,
the value to be here and exist
as the only one-off time to learn
we are never, ever to be alone
walking and talking is as is, not just of us
but those in our mind accompanying us.
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ove in us, with us, by and through us,
together, united, bonded, sourced and created,
expressive and formed and set, moulded,
supported all in each and every being

because as human we need to be unified
to live on earth physical and psychological,
physical and conscious,
physical and psychologically informed,

spiritually seeded by the breath of life
to live earthly until in death breath dies
but consciously we live as death
only a physical frame extinct

ut not the story of one who lived life,
of one who knew earth and what experienced;
of one who could tell of emotional feelings,
experienced and yet totally unaware at times
who was driving the body and mind.
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hatever the mechanistic view one has,
life is a totally misinformed view,
as much as the mind, in terms of astounding,
well informed ideas, abilities and skills and news.

his is a creature beyond its years
that is born earthly to survive instinctually
as to what to do initially
then learn habitually until awakened to dream
of what this individual mind contains …

life and source of life to be lived,
life and a creative part to exist.

ut most of all,
life to learn love is the glue to who I am
for in that exists time as old
as all time prior and beyond
for I am the outcome
of what was and in that I now am.

                        ------0------
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ove creates, shapes and grows
up to ourselves in how it develops
once ownership and responsibility
takes place …

and then the source of all
as consciousness is born
to re-invent peace and love –
not war, violence and hate.

                  ------0------
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Reflection on the Way ahead:
God is not some form of outer world reality
or such as seems of old,
but more so of a consciousness
or quantum forming and expanding of a whole …

a whole of every aspect of a life and beyond
to what includes everything and everyone,

species of those varietal types
and we in human and being
of which is more than just two but of one,
the ‘being’ within you – God Consciousness.

                          ------0------
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